












PRESS RELEASE 

 

Chandigarh, November 14, 2019: Satia Industries Limited. (SIL) based in Muktsar, Punjab is one of 
the largest completely integrated Wood and Agro based paper manufacturer in India. In its 
continuous efforts to keep itself ahead of the competition; the company has already entered into 
Virgin fibre based Cup stock segment which had a market segment of almost 10.0 lacs ton in 2018-19 
and is growing at a tremendous rate of 12%. Besides Companyplans to venture into the paper 
cutlery segment starting with an initial production capacity of 8 TPD and to be enhanced to 32 TPD 
in futurewith an initial capital outlay of INR 15-18 Cr. 

Prime Minister Sh. Narendra Modi gave an ambitious call to eliminate all single-use plastic products 
in the country by 2022 and SIL plans to make most of this opportunity in national movement to 
replace plastic and styro foam from food delivery packaging with sustainable packaged products.  

 

 

 

Online food delivery is fuelling substantial acceleration in food packaging demand. To establish this 
segment SIL has plans to enter intopartnership with an MNC which is one of the world’s largest 
leading food brands.SIL will be producing the finished products of sustainable packaging and the 
marketing operations will be handled by the proposed Associate in India and abroad.   

Commenting on the launch of this new segment, Shri R.K Bhandari, Joint Managing Director said,  

“We are pleased to announce that SIL plans to produce sustainable food packaging products in near 

future in support of the single use plastic ban, where majority of food packaging is through plastic 

and styrofoam products. This change presents a huge market potential for us in the future. The 

products will categorically be used by food aggregators & restaurants for food delivery. We plan to 

finalise the orders of machinery for the first phase of the Project by the end of Q4-FY20 and plan to 

start production trials by Q1-FY21.First phase of this new segment could add around 8% - 10% to the 

top and the bottom line at its peak production capacity. 

We have seen a generous growth over the years in our Paper segmentin terms of higher sales 

volumes and better realization. The growth in EBITDA has been due to better operational efficiencies 

through continuous process improvements and debottlenecking. This new segment shall diversify 

and improve our Top line and Bottom line” 

 



 

 

 

About Satia Industries Limited 

Satia Industries Limited (SIL) is one of the largest and fully integrated Wood and Agro based Printing 
and Writing paper manufacturer in India. The manufacturing facility at Muktsar, Punjab is spread 
over 56 acres. The plant has a total installed capacity of 1,05,000 MTPA, a pulping capacity of 400 
TPD with flexibility to use agro and wood based raw materials, chemical recovery plant. The 
company’s fully integrated production facility alongwith self dependece in Power; gives it superior 
advantage in terms of cost efficiency and environmental compliance, ultimately leading to superior 
margin profile compared to peers. 

Our Green commitment is reflected in use of biomass for power production, generating wealth from 
waste by recovering Caustic soda from black liquor – a major pollutant in paper industry, rain water 
harvesting, maximum recycling of water and having a green cover of over 550 acres plantation. 

 The product line feartures almost all varieties of writing and printing paper segmant with a GSM 
range of40 – 200.  

Safe Harbor Statement 

Statements in this document relating to future status, events, or circumstances, including but not 
limited to statements about plans and objectives, the progress and results of research and 
development, potential project characteristics, project potential and target dates for project related 
issues are forward-looking statements based on estimates and the anticipated effects of future 
events on current and developing circumstances. Such statements are subject to numerous risks and 
uncertainties and are not necessarily predictive of future results. Actual results may differ materially 
from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements. The company assumes no obligation to 
update forward-looking statements to reflect in actual results changed assumptions or other factors.
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